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May 17, 2019 

Ultimate Paperbox Purchases Its First Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 106-8+L


Ultimate Paperbox located in City of Industry, California will expand market share with their Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 106-8+L, which will give them the ability to consistently produce high-end products at 18,000 sheets an hour. 

Speedmaster XL 106 Gives Products an Extra Pop
After picking up several high-end cosmetic accounts, Ultimate Paperbox looked to the eight-color Speedmaster XL 106 with coater, Prinect Inpress Control 2 and integrated Drystar UV to satisfy their clients’ needs for high quality packaging with a gloss-matte finish. According to Janak Patel, President of Ultimate Paperbox, “The Speedmaster was the perfect match for us to produce at high speeds consistently, while also being able to give each package that extra pop on the shelf thanks to the unique capabilities of the press.”
The Speedmaster XL 106 is able to handle all of the needs Ultimate Paperbox requires with Prinect Inpress Control 2 on the press, which handles even the most complex color critical job changes at the fastest speeds possible. This technology helps the Speedmaster XL 106 deliver the first measurable result in less than 60 sheets in under a minute. 
Equipped with speeds of 18,000 sheets per hour, the Speedmaster XL 106 will help the company grow by about 15-20% in the next 2 to 3 years. According to Patel, “We’ve only been running the press for a few months, but our uptime has been about 90%. We’ll be able to get a lot more off the press and to packaging quicker thanks to the industry leading speeds and the UV and technology on the press.”
One of the technologies unique to Heidelberg is “Push to Stop”, which enables some jobs to be autonomously changed over without operator intervention and will continue to print until the operator interrupts it. This software system reduces the number of operating steps during a job change and enables all operators to achieve uniform results. 

A Partner to Heidelberg for Years to Come
In order to increase efficiency and minimize makeready times, Ultimate Paperbox will be using Prinect Production Manager to generate presetting data that will optimize productivity at the press. The company will also be using a variety of Heidelberg Saphira Consumables including press wash, fountain foils, coating, and blankets. To stand alongside the company’s policies, Ultimate Paperbox is running California-approved Saphira wash, which means that it’s environmentally friendly. 
Even though this is Ultimate Paperbox’s first Heidelberg press, the company is very excited to work alongside Heidelberg in the years to come. As a long-time fan of the company, Patel finds the new installment to be a goal accomplished.  
According to Patel, “I’ve been looking to purchase a Heidelberg press for a long time; however, our company has just now reached the point where our productivity needs are at the same level as what a Heidelberg press can give us. I’ve always loved Heidelberg for their high-end printing and productivity levels.”

About Ultimate Paperbox
Established in 1995, Ultimate Paperbox is the industry’s leading paper box manufacturing company. What started out as a small warehouse of only 4 employees has now grown to over to 130 employees, with state-of-the-art equipment from printing to finishing, housed in a 150,000 sq. ft. warehouse. By continually re-investing in the newest equipment, Ultimate has always been able to provide the most efficient and green services, all while ensuring the best quality. Ultimate Paperbox has another division, which is high-end flexible packaging where they print up to 10-colors wide-web on film, lamination, slitting, and pouching, producing high-end roll stock and pouches for flexible packaging.








Picture: Janak Patel, President of Ultimate Paperbox, with his Speedmaster XL 106-8+L.


For further information about the company and image material, please visit the Press Lounge 
of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG at www.heidelberg.com.
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